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The Bedside Ark, a book by David Muirhead, comprises of 42 short

accounts of Southern Africa’s vibrant collection of wild animals. In

particular, it is a riotous assembly of supposedly unrespectable

creatures.
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   The book airs the dirty laundry (and shares the trade secrets) of

some of Africa’s wackiest, most eccentric fauna. Basing his

accounts on accurate detail, but always looking on the light side,

author David Muirhead captures the weird and wonderful lives of

his subjects; investigating their often exaggerated reputations,

their habits, weaknesses, and modi operandi.

   With the deluge of horrors on the evening news, goodness knows

what the world will be like when our children’s children reach our

age. And in these ominous times, it's important that we give every

animal the due respect and protection they deserve – going

beyond the iconic, the cute and the cuddly, to even those that

initially appear ‘unrespectable’.

   There are many things about wild creatures that are probably

unknowable, and for the sake of sanity - theirs and ours - that’s

probably how it should be. They are the tenacious keepers of

mysteries in a world that is rapidly being stripped of wonder. The

creatures in this book – and all those that aren’t – against the odds

will use all the wiles and talents nature gave them to try to make

sure their descendants get to a faraway day. We fervently hope

they succeed. The above introduction, and all the extracts that

follow, have been adapted from this utterly hilarious, and

downright fantastic, book. And the photos in this gallery are

courtesy of some of the most talented wildlife photographers on

the continent. For the full write-up on each animal, and many

more not shown in the following slides, be sure to order your own

copy of The Bedside Ark.

   

To find out more about David Muirhead, head to the last page of

this gallery.

   

http://www.penguinrandomhouse.co.za/book/bedside-ark-rioutous-assembly-unrespectable-creatures/9781775844617
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.co.za/book/bedside-ark-rioutous-assembly-unrespectable-creatures/9781775844617


Cover image provided by Will Burrard-Lucas and taken using a

BeetleCam.

http://www.burrard-lucas.com/
http://www.burrard-lucas.com/beetlecam
https://www.porini.com/kenya/safari-tours-kenya/recommended-safaris/twiga-safari/
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David Muirhead reading The Bedside Ark

About the author

Long-time English writer and journalist David Muirhead has

http://www.penguinrandomhouse.co.za/book/bedside-ark-rioutous-assembly-unrespectable-creatures/9781775844617


already published several books, including a collection of satirical

short stories that drew acclaim from the British press. He wrote

The Bedside Ark for people interested in the natural world who are

looking for something a little different from the standard collection

of animal CVs. It is not a guide or a reference book in the

traditional sense but, through compiling the extracts featured in

this gallery, we sure did discover some things about these

creatures that we didn’t know before. David also hopes that

through his stories, you can now see these ‘unrespectable animals’

a little differently, perhaps as fellow travellers on life’s rocky road

rather than simply as wayside zoological curiosities.

   At once informative and hugely entertaining, this riotous

assembly will appeal to anyone with the slightest interest in

wildlife and – for its excellent entertainment value – will make a

particularly wonderful gift.

   The full story on each animal, and all 42 that make up David’s

assembly of unrespectable creatures, can be seen in the book. For

more details about the book or to purchase your copy, click here.

The eBook is available on Amazon Kindle and in South Africa here.

http://www.penguinrandomhouse.co.za/book/bedside-ark-rioutous-assembly-unrespectable-creatures/9781775844617
https://www.amazon.com/Bedside-Ark-assembly-unrespectable-creatures-ebook/dp/B01LESNQ52/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1475491069&sr=8-1&keywords=the+bedside+ark
https://penguinbookssa.snapplify.com/product/9781775844624
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Baboons get a dental check-up in Chobe National Park ©Corlette Wessels

The baboon

Baboons are not territorial, a difficult concept for human beings to

grasp, saddled as many of us are with a whopping mortgage and

an inordinate pride in our herbaceous borders. They basically hang
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out wherever there’s a reliable food supply and somewhere safe to

sleep at night, seeing no reason to move until they’re pushed out.

As our suburban mini-empires extend remorselessly into the wild

lands, baboons have tended to become felons by default.

Bungalows popping up in their home range, replete with well-

stocked kitchens and delicious transplants from the local garden

centre, must seem heaven-sent. It must be equally perplexing to

find these treats fiercely defended by red-faced homeowners with

yapping dogs.

   Away from human populations, baboons continue to live their

lives blissfully unaware of the need to conform to our social norms.

Troops typically consist of about 50–60 individuals, though much

larger groups are unexceptional. Baboons are big believers in the

safety-in-numbers principle, a sensible precaution given that they

feature prominently in the diet of a variety of predators. Leopards,

lions and spotted hyenas head the list, while jackals, pythons,

eagles and other carnivorous opportunists bring up the rear,

taking a steady toll on the young. Only 30 per cent, on average,

make it to maturity. Baboons lead complex social lives, intricate

and varied enough to support or implode any number of

complicated or airy-fairy theories.

   There’s no doubt that adult males sort themselves into a

dominance hierarchy, those with the biggest bulk and canines and

the most testosterone predictably ending up at the top of the heap.

Fights resulting in death or permanent, debilitating injuries are

the exception; the opposition is more usually chased, stared or

grimaced into submission. Troop females also form a hierarchy,

though this, as one would expect of the ladies, is much more subtle

and tends to fluctuate depending upon each individual’s

reproductive status.



   To boggling human eyes, female baboons are the scandalous

Lolitas of the bushveld. A female can come into oestrus at any time

of the year, the bright red, swollen skin on her rump advertising

her sexual readiness every bit as ostentatiously as a back-street

prostitute waving a garish plastic handbag. She solicits intercourse

by flashing the whites of her eyelids and presenting her rump to

virtually any male who looks even faintly interested. Not all are,

least of all the dominant male, who waits until he’s sure she’s

ready to conceive. Everyone else then has to back off, so to speak.

   In an attempt to squeeze a little romance from this rather sordid

reproductive saga, researchers have pointed out that females

sometimes consort with a single male for several days during

oestrus, during which time they sleep and forage close to one

another. The male in question may or may not end up as the father

of her baby, but he does stand by her as a long-term friend and

ally.
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A meeting of minds ©Samuel Cox

The warthog

The first warthog was a handsome pig according to African

folklore. So much so that he grew narcissistic and arrogant and

took perverse pleasure in insulting every animal he came across

while trotting about on the African stage. He eventually took

things too far by insulting a particularly large lion. To escape the

lion’s wrath, the warthog plunged head first into an aardvark hole
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in which a porcupine was having a quiet snooze and promptly got

a face full of quills. Unsurprisingly he could find no one willing to

help pull them out and was forced to do it himself, so becoming

disfigured. Since then he’s been pug ugly and only able to land

character parts. Not that this has obstructed a dazzling career. Few

people on the planet are unaware of the warthog, at least in his

persona as Pumbaa in The Lion King.

   Warthogs are perennials of Africa’s savannas and, being diurnal,

are invariably seen during a trip to a game reserve, even when all

the other prima donnas stay obstinately hidden in the wings. They

have a comedy routine that involves running away in single file

with their tails stuck up like radio antennas. It may not sound like

much, but it usually gets the audience smiling.

   Warthogs run away a lot. Apart from lions (presumably still

fuming about that ancestral insult), adult warthogs have to run

away from a full cast of other villains including leopards, wild

dogs, cheetahs and spotted hyenas. Their young also fall prey to

Verreaux’s eagles, pythons and jackals. When pursued, warthogs

head straight for the nearest aardvark burrow, one of several such

bolt holes dotted about their home range, all of which have been

thoroughly checked out for hidden porcupines. The young dive

straight in, but most adult warthogs slam into reverse at the last

minute and enter backwards to put their tusks and their best face

forward.

   It must be bad enough having a face to sink a thousand ships,

without also having to make your way in the world saddled with

such an offensive name. Everyone immediately homes in on the

facial warts, but they are not really warts at all, not in the warty

witch sense; they’re bony protuberances. They’re there to protect

the eyes during battles with other boars to see who gets to play on



centre stage and land the plum part with the leading lady. Looks

aside, boars can really turn on the charm when it comes to

courting, sniffing around everyone’s aardvark hole to see who’s in

the mood. When they get lucky, they approach the object of their

desire with a jaunty walk, swinging their hips, tail held high,

chomping their jaws, grunting and drooling profusely. If that

sounds a tad unromantic, maybe you have to be there, ideally as a

female warthog.

http://africageo.com/5001
http://africageo.com/5000
http://africageo.com/5002
http://africageo.com/5003
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"They see me rollin'... tryin' to catch me ridin' dirty!" ©Samuel Cox

The dung beetle

No insect rose to such high eminence in the ancient halls of

Egyptian religion as Scarabaeus sacer, the sacred scarab. The

Egyptians believed that a cosmic scarab, a type of dung beetle,
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rolled the golden orb of the sun across the sky towards the west

during the day and then trundled it through the underworld at

night, attending to any necessary repairs and maintenance along

the way. When the sun popped up in the east each morning, it was

consequently as good as new.

   The connection between celestial mechanics and a small beetle

rolling a pile of dung about is not so obvious to the modern mind.

But before pooh-poohing the idea, it is as well to note that

painstaking and excruciatingly precise research has revealed that

there is indeed a connection of sorts. Dung beetles apparently

manage to roll their ball in a straight line by orientating

themselves relative to the sun by day and the Milky Way by night.

Where there’s muck there’s money, so to speak, and there are

hundreds of different species of beetle that make an honest living

harvesting dung, as well as a disreputable few who make a habit of

stealing it from others. They all prefer it fresh, and the droppings

of herbivores and omnivores are especially preferred, having the

best mix of nutrients. Hyena droppings, which are hard, white and

mainly composed of calcium, can be safely ignored. Elephants

provide a colossal bonanza, and an especially large deposit quickly

attracts hundreds and sometimes thousands of beetles within a

matter of minutes.

   Not all dung beetles go through the laborious business of making

a ball. Some simply dine al fresco, while others, of the genus

Onitis, burrow a tunnel into the earth below or very near the dung

pile, excavating an ample chamber at the end of it.

   The rollers, as they are colloquially known, are thought to have

evolved their takeaway method to overcome the intense

competition for space one tends to encounter around dung piles,

at least if you’re a beetle. The size of the balls some beetles manage



to make and then roll away has long amazed observers, and all

sorts of bizarre comparisons are made in an attempt to equate the

feat to human experience. Suffice it to say that if you ordered a

hamburger 10 metres wide and then rolled it a kilometre down the

street without the lettuce falling out you would not only get into

the Guinness Book of Records but would also gain some modest

insight into what the beetles are up against.

http://africageo.com/5001
http://africageo.com/5000
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Open wide! ©Stephan Griesel

The hippo

Hippos are credited with killing and maiming more human beings

in Africa than any other animal. The reason is not that hard to

find. No other large wild animal in modern times habitually lives
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in such close proximity to human settlements. Human beings, like

hippos, need water in rivers, dams or lakes to survive, and most

attacks occur on or near the water’s edge in poor rural

communities that don’t have access to piped water. Attacks, most

of which take place at night while hippos are out grazing, seldom

seem to be provoked, though the highly territorial hippo probably

has a different take on this.

   The vast bulk of their diet is grass, and, if necessary, they will

travel a long way to find it – 20 kilometres and more being an

unexceptional nightly excursion. Where possible though, they stay

close to their home stretch of water, be it a river or dam,

nocturnally munching along the banks to a distance of 2 or 3

kilometres and cropping the grass with their big lips to create

lawns that the Palm Beach Country Club would be proud of.

   Despite their bursts of ferocity and the impressive human body

count they manage to rack up each year, hippos generally have a

benign and cuddly reputation, at least from the safe perspective of

city dwellers. The legendary wanderer, Huberta the Hippo, subject

of many a gooey children’s story, helped in the creation of this

sentimental perspective. Starting out as Hubert until she flashed

her eyelashes and showed a bit of shapely thigh, Huberta made an

epic journey down the east coast of South Africa from Lake St

Lucia to the vicinity of King William’s Town. She moved from pool

to pool and river to river, taking four years over the trip, never

hurting or threatening anyone. In the process she became a

darling of the press, and there was much despairing beating of

editors’ chests when she met her end in the Keiskamma River, shot

by hunters unaware of her celebrity status.
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A crocodile's cutlery ©Samuel Cox

The crocodile

Crocodiles are routinely portrayed in folklore and literature as

cold-hearted, duplicitous scoundrels. Budding naturalists in the

Middle Ages were partly responsible for setting the tone in their

bestiaries and encyclopaedias, punting the idea that crocodiles
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hypocritically weep in a blood-curdling display of phoney remorse

while devouring their victims. Shakespeare and other Elizabethan

dramatists regularly seized on this imagery when making a point

about their own unsavoury villains.

   Nowadays the phrase ‘shedding crocodile tears’ is usually and

understandably reserved for newspaper articles about politicians.

As far as the crocodile is concerned, it is simply eating lunch. It

does indeed cry, mainly to lubricate its eyes, and there is some

evidence that the act of eating can occasionally induce an

incidental flow of tears.

   Crocodiles eat anything with meat on it, but their diet begins

with modest fare. Hatchlings make do with tadpoles, frogs, insects

and small fish, graduating to more substantial meals as they grow

larger. Fish, especially catfish, form the main staple for most

young crocodiles – no big surprises there, given that they share the

same habitat. In their very early years they fall prey to a variety of

other predators themselves, including fish eagles, snakes and adult

crocodiles, which are not above snacking on their little nephews

and nieces.

   Crocodiles only reach maturity at 12 and in ideal circumstances

can live to be 100. Many years will therefore pass before a

hatchling can hope to join the big bruisers assembled for events

like the annual wildebeest migration across the Mara River in

Tanzania. Despite their heartless reputation, crocodiles are

attentive mothers, at least in the limited sense of watching over

their eggs and giving a helping hand with hatching. They need to

be attentive, as many eggs are stolen by monitor lizards, baboons

and other opportunists, with estimates putting this as high as 90

per cent in some areas. And while they are generally thought to be

loners, crocodiles are in fact quite social in a snappy, mind-my-

space sort of way.
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A spotted hyena has the last laugh ©Janine Avery

The spotted hyena

If, by some bizarre quirk of fate, you found yourself acting as a

public relations consultant for a pack of hyenas, it would be best to

insist on payment in advance; yes, payment in advance, maybe a
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tooth-proof vest and a guaranteed place in the witness protection

programme. Spotted hyenas have never made much of an effort to

get along with anyone, even each other. The word ‘popular’ doesn’t

feature in their lexicon, and they don’t seem to give a hoot about

their image, often cackling with hysterical laughter when some

other animal takes a tumble and gets dismembered in the bush.

   Hyenas evolved, at least in part, to cash in on the fact that the

other major predators are wasteful eaters. A lion typically

consumes only about 60% of a carcass, leaving plenty of marrow-

filled bones and other bits and pieces. Hyenas’ jaws and titanium

teeth are able to exert immense pressure, enough to crack open

and break apart even the largest bones. That done, their digestive

juices are so potent that they can efficiently process virtually any

organic matter, including bones, hooves, hides and even horns,

thereby extracting the last ounce of nourishment from even the

bleakest pile of animal remains. They’re not bothered about

medals, but cleaning up the landscape should at least earn them

some brownie points with the environmental lobby.

   To the casual observer the social life of spotted hyenas is

something of a shambles. It’s not always clear who’s who, who

belongs to which gang, whether there even is a gang, or if they’re

just a lot of layabouts with shifting mutual interests. They can be

found alone or in packs of anything up to 60 or 70 individuals.

Even a communal hunt doesn’t seem to be pre-planned but rather

a question of joining in on an individual initiative.

   Female hyenas are big, butch and scary as far as the browbeaten

males are concerned. Even an adolescent female can see off all but

the largest and most dominant males. They are pumped up with so

much testosterone that confusing things have happened to the

female genitalia, which, at a glance, look just like a male’s you-



know-what.

   Hyena cubs are born in an underground den with fully

functioning canines that they invariably put to good use

despatching siblings of the same sex, the only mammal known to

do this. Mothers usually give birth to twins, so if you pop out as a

male you have to keep your paws crossed that you have a sister not

a brother, or vice versa. The statistical result is that about 25 per

cent of hyena pups never get to see the light of day. If you set out

to create an image as the most obnoxious kid on the block, you

couldn’t do a better job than the hyena. But then again, who will

blame us for trying? As we bomb, shoot and rapaciously consume

our way towards extinction, they may yet have the last laugh.
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Peek-a-boo! ©Samuel Cox

The ostrich

As a species, we’ve been dreaming about getting airborne since the

days of Icarus and probably long before that. So who in their right

mind would give up the ability to fly, if they had it? In

consequence, it was long believed that ostriches had always been
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earthbound plodders. They had the right idea, even had the

feathers, but otherwise never quite got their act together. Recent

DNA research seems finally to have proved that the ostrich’s

ancestors did hand back their pilots’ licences after all. So did the

forebears of the emu, cassowary and all the other flightless birds.

It was a daring thing to do. Nature can get mighty ticked off if you

return one of her gifts and it didn’t work out for everyone. But the

ostrich, though never an avian Einstein, seems to have had a better

plan.

   In theory, an ostrich can kiss goodbye to nearly all terrestrial

predators except the cheetah. It can see them a mile away, no

problem, because it is anything up to 2.7 metres tall and has eyes

as big as its brain. Granted, operating such state-of-the-art optics

takes up a sizeable chunk of its cerebral capacity, more than half

by some estimates, so while the remaining synapses struggle to

keep up, the ostrich is sometimes inclined to get a bit flustered and

run around in circles. But if it inadvertently ends up running

towards a predator instead of away from it, that’s still not the end

of the world. It has also evolved a kick that any fly half would sell

his mother to possess, and feet with formidable single claws

capable of disembowelling just about anything that tries to eat it.

   Ostriches are prolific breeders. The dominant female lays the

first egg, and the others, if there are any, follow. They can

eventually assemble a clutch of up to 20 eggs. The leading lady

sneaks back every now and again to make sure her eggs stay in the

middle, presumably on the assumption that any predator will go

for the outer ones first. It takes a biblical 40 days and 40 nights for

the eggs to hatch. Pneumatic drills or pickaxes are not provided, so

the chicks take two days to finally peck their way out of their

colossal shells, not surprisingly emerging puffed and soaking wet.



We are all bound by the consequences of our ancestors’ decisions

and when born have little choice but to accept the world as we find

it. Perhaps it’s just as well that ostriches don’t have the kind of

brain that feeds the soul with doubt and introspection. If they did,

chicks hiding from a raptor circling in the sky above would surely

look to their own feathers and wonder why they’ll never leave the

earth and fly.

https://www.porini.com/kenya/safari-tours-kenya/recommended-safaris/twiga-safari/
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A southern ground-hornbill has a squawk ©Christian Boix

The southern ground-hornbill

Large and prehistoric, with a prodigious predatory bill, the

ground-hornbill is a walking advertisement for the increasingly

convincing theory that birds are the direct descendants of
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dinosaurs. It first appeared in the fossil record in the mid-

Miocene, some 15 million years ago and, despite the vast passage

of time, does not appear to have found it necessary to invest in any

significant changes since. Ground-hornbills are the only habitually

terrestrial members of the extensive hornbill family, with the

southern ground-hornbill, Bucorvus leadbeateri, being the most

committed of its genus to a pedestrian lifestyle.

   They nest in a hole in a tree, though given their large size they

need to find a substantial one, usually at the base, and sometimes

have to make do reluctantly with a crevice in the rocks. For the

same reason they skip the usual arboreal hornbill routine of

plastering over the nest entrance, sealing the female and her eggs

inside and leaving only a sufficient slit to deliver food. This is

probably a sensible omission given that the equivalent of half a

dozen bags of cement would probably be required to complete the

job. The female lays two eggs and incubates them for about a

month, while her partner punctiliously ensures she gets enough to

eat, assisted to some degree by other group members. Unlike her

walled-up smaller cousins, she occasionally leaves the nest to

stretch her legs and raid the fridge, during which interludes her

partner takes over on the nest.

   Only one chick usually makes it to maturity, the other inevitably

giving up in the contest for food. There is some evidence that the

weaker sibling is occasionally killed and even eaten by the parent

birds. The lucky survivor spends three months in the nest and is

fed by both parents and members of the extended family for a

further nine months, a long stretch in avian terms and an

investment in time and resources that may explain the instances of

infanticide.

   The long-lived ground-hornbills are hailed as good investment



brokers in African tradition, though this has nothing to do with

their forward-looking parental activities. When tribes were on the

move and settling new lands, it was considered sound policy to

find out where the hornbills routinely spent their time. Such areas

were deemed the best land to graze cattle, the established currency

and indicator of wealth in many African cultures. The ever-

expanding portfolios of cows, their owners and associated

communities do not presage a particularly rosy future for the birds

themselves.

http://africageographic.com/yearbook-2016/
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Black-backed jackals doing the naughty ©Samuel Cox

The black-backed jackal

The jackal-headed god Anubis played a pivotal role in the funerary

rights of Ancient Egypt. Anubis probably got the job by

association, because jackals were always hanging around Egyptian

burial grounds. This suggests that visibility and persistence can get
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you deified or at least elected to high office, even if you have a thin

CV and dubious motives.

   In African folk tales jackals are usually portrayed as tricksters

who exploit the gullibility of other supposedly lovable and affable

creatures. Having a name synonymous with treachery and deceit

in popular culture is bad enough, but jackals are still regarded by

some as vermin and hunted or poisoned in many areas of Southern

Africa, in effect becoming victims of their own success. Jackals live

on their wits, something that has enabled them to survive, and

even flourish, in areas outside game reserves, where other large

carnivores were long ago exterminated to make way for sheep and

people. Black-backed jackals are omnivorous, and, like most of us,

they certainly enjoy lamb chops. Given the opportunity, they will

prey on accessible livestock, especially those that are weak or

incapacitated. However, by far the bulk of their diet consists of

wild fare.

   In game reserves where major carnivores are thankfully still alive

and able to attend to their daily business, black-backed jackals are

probably best known as highly nimble and opportunistic camp

followers. They frequently shadow lions, hyenas and even the

diminutive honey badger in anticipation of a free meal.

   They’re usually seen alone or as a couple. A female black-backed

jackal selects a mate from several suitors, and the pair then settles

into a monogamous relationship that will normally last the rest of

their lives. They both work hard to establish and maintain a

territory – which varies in extent depending on seasonal and local

conditions – by regularly using urine and faeces to define the

border. Chasing out other home-hunting couples who don’t read

the signs or pretend they don’t smell them is an irritating and

ongoing chore. News soon gets around if one of the pair dies, and,



with scant displays of sympathy, the survivor is chased off the

property to make way for a new couple. Callous as this may seem,

at the best of times desirable homes are in short supply, a problem

familiar to young newlyweds the world over.

   The family may use two or three dens on their property when

raising a family. The mother decides when it’s time to move, and

pops just has to go along with it, whether he sees the point or not.

Even when they’re only a few weeks old, the pups aren’t carried by

the scruff of the neck; instead mom entices them along with false

promises of milk. It gets the job done and at the same time

imparts a devious lesson taken straight from the jackal’s practical

book of life.
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An octopus hides on the ocean floor ©Fiona Ayerst

The octopus

Octopuses (as opposed to the plural octopi, which is etymologically

controversial) are solitary and retiring cephalopod molluscs that

have famously devised a number of neat tricks to stay out of
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harm’s way. The first of these is not to be seen in the first place.

Unlike other cephalopods, octopuses have no internal or external

hard parts, other than their parrot-like beaks, and are thus able to

ooze into unbelievably tight spaces from which they can

inconspicuously watch the predatory world go by.

   All octopuses have specialised skin cells that are able to draw on

demand from a palette of pigments – yellow, red, orange, brown or

black – to colour their skin to match their surroundings. Some

species also have the muscular ability to change the texture of their

skin and so blend in completely with lumpy rocks, knobbly

seaweeds or the detritus on the sea floor. A few have attained a

peak of contortionism that enables them to rearrange their bodies

to resemble something nastier than they are, such as a lion fish or

a sea snake.

   When it is discovered and targeted by a predator, typically a

moray eel, a shark or an agent of the Yamomoto Calamari Canning

Company, the octopus rummages around in its remaining bag of

tricks. First off, it releases a cloud of ink, which isn’t really ink at

all, being mainly composed of melanin – the same stuff that gives

us our hair and skin colour and protects the skin from sun damage

– so you could say it’s more akin to suntan lotion. It also contains a

substance that inhibits the enemy’s sense of smell. In some

instances the ink cloud is thought to act as a pseudomorph, a bit

like a matador’s cloak, providing an alternative target for the

puzzled predator. Hidden behind all this commotion, the octopus

takes off like a rocket by pumping a jet of water through its mantle.

In extremis, and when all else fails, some species have a final trick

up one of their eight sleeves. Like some lizards, they can deftly

detach an arm, a relatively innocuous sacrifice, given that the arm

soon grows back, no harm done. Octopuses are more into brain



than brawn. There is little doubt that they are intelligent. Why this

should be so is something of a puzzle, given that their cephalopod

relatives have the intellectual capacity of a jam sandwich. We

humans are fond of bragging about how our opposable thumbs

have helped make us marginally brighter than a chimpanzee. That

may be so, but it is interesting to note that an octopus can grasp

and manipulate an object with each individual sucker – and it has

hundreds of them.
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